Family Fun
Guide
Flags are national symbols. When we see a flag, we
think of the country it represents. Japan’s flag is called
the Hinomaru and shows the circle of the sun. Mt. Fuji
is also a national symbol of Japan. What is a national
symbol of your country?
This juban shows pictures of the modern sports that
were popular in Japan at the time. How many sports
can you identify? What sports are popular in your
country today?

Pictures of modern machines such as cars, trains, and
flashing lights were symbols of Japan’s Machine Age
and showed its focus on progress and industry. What
things do we think of as modern today?

This juban is an example of a woman’s garment. How is
it different from the other objects in the exhibit? How is
it the same?

Dogs were a symbol of faithfulness and honor in Japan.
Puppies and children, especially when shown together,
stress the importance of loyalty. What does a dog
represent for you? Can you think of any other animal
symbols?
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Designed to Mobilize Activities
National Symbols A symbol is something that stands for, or represents, something else. All nations have symbols
that are special to their people. These are called national symbols. For example, a flag is a national symbol that each country
has. Like flags, most national symbols are unique to one country.

Matching

Thinking and Drawing

Below are some symbols you can see in the galleries. Can
you match the symbol to the idea it represents?

Dog

Japan

Crane

Modern Times

Hinomaru Flag

Peace

Cars and Trains

Japan

Mt. Fuji

Loyalty

The Hinomaru flag and Mt. Fuji are national symbols of Japan.
What are some national symbols of your country? Please draw a
picture of one of your country’s national symbols and tell why it is
important.

Dog=Loyalty; Crane=Peace; Hinomaru Flag=Japan; Cars and
Trains=Modern Times; Mt. Fuji=Japan
Images on Reverse Side: 2014.13.66 (detail), Fragment, printed rayon; 2014.13.40, Juban, printed silk and wool; 2014.13.59 (detail), Fragment, wool,
kata-yuzen (stencil-printed); 2014.13.16, Juban, printed wool; 2014.13.67 (detail), Sleeve, printed wool.
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